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One Housing and PRP architects have been working with residents of Alice Shepherd House and Oak House to consider 
options for the future of the blocks. An exhibition event was held in late January/ early February as well as one-to-one 
meetings with residents in their homes and at One Housing’s offices. A second set of exhibition events were due to 
be held in summer 2020 at which updated designs for the regeneration options were to be presented to residents 
along with some analysis work on each option looking at factors such as cost to One Housing and benefits to the local 
community.
Unfortunately, due to the government lockdown rules these exhibitions were unable to take place and a ‘virtual exhibition’ 
was carried out instead. This meant that the exhibition boards were published in July and August 2020 in the form of a 
booklet for residents which was available online and sent to all homes in the post. Residents were able to watch video 
clips which provided more detailed information about each page of the booklet. There was also the opportunity for 
residents to provide feedback to One Housing and PRP by either completing an online survey or having a telephone 
meeting with the One Housing Regeneration team.
Residents were asked to state which options they were in support of and which they were not in support of, as well as 
provide comments on why they felt this way. This report provides a summary of the feedback that residents provided 
about their thoughts and views on what was shown in the exhibition, as well as recording all the comments that were 
provided.
In general, residents were mostly in favour of the full redevelopment option (Option 6), while the remaining options 
(Option 1, 2 and 3) and the two infill options (Option 4) were not being supported from most of the households. This 
indicates that most residents want to see a change of the area and their homes.

What is this report and what are the findings?
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Residents’ Virtual Exhibition Workshop 2: Initial options

Virtual Exhibition Period:
10th July -17th August

Total number of households who took part in the consultation: 60/75 (80%)
Please note - There are 84 homes within the two blocks. One home in Alice Shepherd House was vacant. Eight 
homes are owned by non-resident leaseholders who have been contacted separately as part of this consultation. 
Therefore the figures shown here are out of a possible 75 homes.

Households who provided feedback online or through a telephone conversation: 59/75 
Provided feedback from Alice Shepherd House: 49 (out of 63) responses 
Provided feedback from Oak House: 10 (out of 12) responses

Households who took part in a telephone conversation but chose not to provide any 
feedback: 1/75
Alice Shepherd House: 1/63 
Oak House: 0/12

Introduction

This report is a summary of the thoughts, ideas and concerns raised by residents during 
the second round of consultation events regarding the future of Alice Shepherd House 
and Oak House. 
Given the timing in relation to the Covid-19 pandemic and resultant restrictions on public gatherings, the consultation 
‘event’ had to take place remotely and as such was held as a Virtual Exhibition. All residents were sent an 
engagement pack, which contained print-outs of the exhibition material as well as instructions on how to view a 
series of online videos that explained some of the material in more detail. Residents were also provided a link to 
an online questionnaire. During the five week engagement period, representatives from One Housing contacted 
residents and were available to talk through options and answer any questions that they had in relation to any of the 
engagement material. Representatives were also able to fill in the online questionnaire on behalf of any residents 
that were unable to do so.

Of the 59 responses from the residents, 49 were from 
Alice Shepherd House and 10 from Oak House.

“Where do you live?”About you
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Survey results 

Residents were asked to tell us which options they were in support of listing all 6 of the options with the two variations 
for option 4 ‘infill’ and option 5 ‘partial development’. The most supported option among the households is Option 6 ‘full 
redevelopment’ with 39 out of 59 households being in support of this option, followed by Option 5 ‘partial redevelopment 
1’ with 17 out of 59 households being in support of this option. The third most supported option among the residents 
is Option 3 ‘refurbishment’  with 11 out of 59 households being in support of this option. The least supported option is 
Option 2 ‘open space improvements’ with only one household being in support of this out of the 59 households that 
gave us feedback. 

Which options are you in support of?

“Which options are you in support of?  
(Tick all boxes that apply)”

Full  redevelopment 

Partial  
redevelopment 2

Partial  
redevelopment 1

Infill 2
Infill 1

Refurbishment 

Open space  

improvements

Business  

as usual 
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Respondents were then given the opportunity to leave comments in relation to the options they supported. The below 
text provides a summary, but a full list of comments can be found in the appendices.
Alice Shepherd House
Many of the respondents from Alice Shepherd House were in favour of any option that includes the redevelopment 
of Alice Shepherd House, and many mentioned that ‘full redevelopment’ in particular was their most favoured option 
as options like ‘refurbishment’ or ‘open space improvements’ will not solve any of the underlying problems residents 
experiencing today such as lack of private amenity and repair issues. Some residents think the only way forward is a 
full regeneration to get a consistent look and holistic approach to the estate, that will also help to prevent mentioned 
overcrowding. 
Oak House 
Responses from Oak House were somewhat varied, with some suggesting that options that retained Oak House and 
do refurbishment work would be preferable as they are happy with current homes, while a majority think it’s important to 
redevelop the whole site and replace with new homes and improved building standard. 
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Residents were also asked to tell us which options they were not in support of listing all 6 of the options with the two 
variations for option 4 ‘infill’ and option 5 ‘partial development’. The least supported option among the households is 
option 4 ‘Infill’ with 28 (Infill 1) and 27 (infill 2) out of 59 households not being in support of this option. Option 1 ‘business 
as usual’ and option 3 ‘refurbishment’ are not that supported among the residents with 21 and 20 households out of 59 
households saying they do not support these options. 

Are there any options you do not support? 

Full  redevelopment 

Partial  
redevelopment 2

Partial  
redevelopment 1

Infill 2
Infill 1

Refurbishment 

Open space  

improvements

Business  

as usual 
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“Are there any options you do not 
support? (Tick all boxes that apply)”

Respondents were given the opportunity to leave comments in relation to the options they did not support. The below 
text provides a summary, but a full list of comments can be found in the appendices.
Alice Shepherd House
Many Alice Shepherd House residents commented that any options that retain or refurbish the buildings do not 
address or solve the issues with the building and therefore were in favour of any options that include the demolition 
of Alice Shepherd House. Some residents don’t think the infill options improve the situation and that the open space 
improvements including in those options will help the current issues with their homes. 
Oak House 
Most respondents from Oak House want to see more of a change and redevelopment of the current homes and are 
therefore not in favour of ‘refurbishment’ or ‘open space  improvements’ as they believe this won’t solve current problems 
with buildings. There are also concerns that the infill options potentially would overshadow and add to overcrowding  and 
parking issues in the area. 
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Do you have any further comments in relation to the options?

Respondents were also given the opportunity to offer any further comments in relation to the options. Many respondents 
gave us comments and a summary of these is presented below. A full list of comments can be found in the appendices.
Most residents taking part of the exhibition are in favour for some kind of redevelopment and would like to see something 
happening, Some mention that a redevelopment would be an opportunity to upgrade for a bigger home due to 
expanding family while still staying on site. Other residents mention that any new open space as well as private amenity, 
such as balconies or terraces, would be welcomed and that parking need to be considered with any development. 
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How useful have you found this virtual exhibition?
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All 59 households who took part in the virtual exhibition were asked how useful they found it. The majority of responses 
were positive with 27 households saying it was ‘very useful’ and 25 saying it was ‘somewhat useful’ and only 5 
households saying it was ‘not useful’. 

Have you found the exhibition useful?

Finally, respondents were asked for their thoughts on the virtual exhibition. Given this was the first time such event has 
been run, it was important to capture the views of the community and understand where improvements could be made in 
the future should such event happen again. Respondents were generally happy with the format of the exhibition.
Residents were encouraged to  give us comments in relation to the exhibition and suggest ways it could be improved. 
The below provides a summary of comments; a full list can be found in the appendices.
Respondents were generally pleased with the format. They found the information within the booklet easy to understand 
but some thought it was too much information to take in. Many commented that they found it easy and appreciated to talk 
to representatives from One Housing and that the follow-up phone call was really useful for them. Some mentioned that 
the call was really important as they may not have fully understood the information otherwise.
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Appendix 1 | Event material: Exhibition booklet/videos 
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Appendix 1 | Event material: Exhibition booklet/videos 
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Appendix 2 | Linked event material:  
Understanding your area boards/videos
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Appendix 2 | Linked event material: 
Residents Brief boards/videos
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Appendix 3 | Event material: Feedback form 
online Survey Monkey
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Appendix 4 | Respondent comments

Which options are you in support of?

• Understands options but does not want to comment on them as upset with One Housing Group on every level.
• Feels redevelopment is the best method due to cost to bring buildings up to today’s standards.
• Refurbishment would be 1st option but is happy to consider other options.
• Not sure what choice she is favour of as yet.
• In favour of refurbishment to Alice Shepherd House rather than redevelopment.
• Full redevelopment or partial whereby Alice Shepherd House gets redeveloped or lastly refurbished with private 

balcony added a must.
• Happy in home so would choose refurbishment option.
• Refurbishment only as not in favour of any redevelopment at all. Feels this should be put on hold until covid 19 eases 

and face to face meetings can resume.
• Options that included taking  Alice Shepherd House down as lots of issues with the block as it is so old.
• Alice Shepherd House to be demolished- layout is confusing causing issues resolving ongoing leaks and blockages 

which have caused damage to her home.
• Tenant in favour of refurbishment as is settled but does have mobility issues so if Alice Shepherd House was to be 

redeveloped due to mobility issues would need ground floor or no steps, would really like outside space.
• Options that include redevelopment of Alice Shepherd House as dated and long standing issues with leaks and 

water pressure.
• Would like full redevelopment as the building is dating and would like outside space.
• Would like ash to be demolished suffering with constant leaks and damp.
• Would like to see full regeneration to estate especially Alice Shepherd House as suffering with consistent blockages 

and repair issues in her home.
• Not sure yet.
• Option 5 scenario 1 is favoured choice - but also thinks option 6 is ok. 
• Options 3 refurbishment, needs a wet room, windows changed.
• Option 6 - issues with building  - asbestos.
• Option 2 - open space improvements for kids and healthy wellbeing.
• Redevelopment of ash due to family growing an extra room regeneration also would like outside personal space
• Option 6 full regeneration should do it all at once.
• Full Redevelopment or those including Alice Shepherd House being redeveloped due to mobility issues.
• None.
• Would vote for any option that includes taking down Alice Shepherd House, due to overcrowding issues and block is 

dated and starting to show repair issues.
• Option 6 - renew the whole estate not just Alice Shepherd House.
• Happy in home so would like refurbishment best.
• Would like to see a refurbishment done to Alice Shepherd House including balcony and boiler upgrades also k&b as 

very happy in home.
• Undecided too many options at the moment will take part when there are fewer options.
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• Full redevelopment is pref or Alice Shepherd House being demolished, water pressure is very bad and all issues 
cannot be addressed

• Option 6 too much work for refurbishment/ leave as is. Or Option 5 scenario 1.
• Full regeneration as there is cold drought and damp. Building is old.
• Full redevelopment or any option which provides his family with a flat suitable to your housing needs.
• Would like more time to think on this.
• Would vote for refurbishment which included private balcony being added as fairly happy with current home
• Full regeneration.
• Liked the idea mostly full regeneration and then those replacing Alice Shepherd House as feels estate would benefit 

from a new look as location is great.  Would really like an outside space of some type.
• Options including redevelopment of Alice Shepherd House as overcrowded suffered leaks and bad water pressure.
• Full regeneration but would like to stay on Isle of Dogs, and only if housing needs are met.
• Partial redevelopment of Alice Shepherd House is favoured above all- Husband would favour full redevelopment.
• Option 6 full regeneration - too many issues with current building.
• Full Redevelopment is preferred or option including Alice Shepherd House being redeveloped as Alice Shepherd 

House has so many repair issues that need addressing.
• Full Development as this would improve the estate OR keep as it is with Business as usual.
• Option 1 absolutely love it. Doesn’t mind infill or refurbishment so long as Alice Shepherd House is left standing.
• Resident hasn’t decided on a preferred option. Will complete feedback when he has. 
• Option 6 full redevelopment. More space for people lots of issues with building.
• Full redevelopment option followed by partial redevelopment for Alice Shepherd House.
• Full redevelopment.
• Refurbishment options as new tenant and happy.
• Full redevelopment option would be most preferred.
• Option 6 full redevelopment.
• Option scenario 2, option 6.
• 1 or 6. Either do nothing or 6 and move elsewhere.
• Full regeneration would be chosen option.
• Full redevelopment - tenant likely to move soon.
• Full Redevelopment option as the whole estate would benefit from an upgrade.
• Full redevelopment and any option that includes Oak House being rebuilt
• Infill options and options that keep Oak House. Partial redevelopment scenario 2.
• Full redevelopment - only if his needs are met.

Note:
Option 1 to 6 refer to the options in the event material
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• Wouldn’t like the infill options as he says there is enough residents as it is on the estate.
• Not really no.
• Not in favour of a 20 storey building being erected or any infill options.
• Not in favour of redevelopment. 
• Not strongly against any option as is happy but would like an outside space.
• Any Option that redevelop Alice Shepherd House.
• Full redevelopment and any option including the  demolition of Alice Shepherd House/Oak House or adding tall 

buildings to the estate.
• Business as usual.
• Not in favour of any infill options as this would not help with her housing situation.
• Not really sure but not in favour of a 20 storey building being erected due to worry of light being restricted by tall 

building.
• Business as usual.
• Any that included Alice Shepherd House not being demolished.
• Happy with any options that include redevelopment of Alice Shepherd House.
• Would not be happy for refurbishment or business as usual as feels due to age of the block there are underlying 

issues that will not be addressed.
• Not sure yet wants to see pro’s and cons of each option.
• Refurbishment  - already have a fairly new kitchen/ bathroom so would be a waste.
• Not fussed about what happens.
• Not really sure as understand additional housing is regeneration but may be too much with 20 storey building.
• Refurbishment/ leaving buildings as is will lead to problems remaining/reoccurring.
• Not really sure but would like improved living for housebound husband and outside space would be lovely.
• Dislikes all options.
• Not interested in the refurbishment due to cost or infill options.
• Infill as light will be blocked. Too much to fix in refurbishment. To many issues i.e. Leaks.
• Not sure yet wants to see pro’s and cons of each option.
• Not really against any.
• Any that include keeping Alice Shepherd House due to condition. Other options do not fix the problems.
• Does not want building to remain has lived here since 1992 with persistent issues.
• All options where the buildings remain.
• Infill options as the views towards Tesco would be blocked.
• Not in favour of Alice Shepherd House coming down at all.
• Infill and refurbishment.
• Not keen on the infill options or part keep as the estate would not be uniformed and look like old and new.
• Infill will cause crowding and parking issues, business as usual as Alice Shepherd House needs extensive work due 

to age.

Are there any options you are not in support of?

Appendix 4 | Respondent comments
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• Business as usual due to being overcrowded or Infill options. Does not support any other option.
• Business as usual or opt 2
• Outside space improvements as feels this will get ruined as no one looks after estate
• Full regeneration and any option including the  demolition of Alice Shepherd House.
• Refurbishment or leaving as is because too many problems. 
• Any option that does not redevelop Alice Shepherd House.
• Not in favour of infill options as felt this would block light and feel overcrowded.
• Not strongly against any of the proposed options.
• Any option where Oak House stay as it is. Too many problems with building, small balconies.
• Do not like options where building is left as is.
• Option 1 & 2. Infill options would mean Oak House is overlooked and hemmed in. Option 5 scenario 1 same issue
• Infill options she is not in favour of as this would not resolve Alice Shepherd House residents issues.
• Would not like partial options as all or nothing.
• Not keen on infill options.
• Properties are old and cannot be fixed unless rebuilt..
• Strongly against refurbishment.
• Both infill options. Refurbishment. Business as usual. Open space improvements.

Note:
Option 1 to 6 refer to the options in the event material
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• Only open to redevelopment of Alice Shepherd House if offered a like for like or better within the local area.
• Underground parking would be brilliant and more outside space for the community.
• Family is happy in home and would rather see upgrade to home than redevelopment.
• Very important to have an outside space of her own to use.
• Concerned that cost implications are not being discussed such as CT and Airbnb lets in new buildings leading to anti 

social behaviour.
• Outside space on lower floor would be brilliant currently on 2nd but no higher than 2nd.
• Overcrowded so in need  new home, would like outside space.
• Feels Alice Shepherd House needs to be redeveloped.
• Important that residents keep current tenancy and expenses.
• Blockages are so bad and cant see this being resolved unless demolished.
• Feels full redevelopment of Alice Shepherd House is a must.
• Still want residential parking.
• Don’t upheaval.
• Likes home and area but need to be lower and is fearful following fire in flats.
• To put on hold until after social distancing and feels opts to hold face to face is being rejected unnecessarily.
• Would like keep view of the 02 If  redeveloped may consider moving out of the estate but stay on island or Kent, 

design of block is bad.
• Windows, radiators and boiler is over 20yrs old so needs upgrade.
• Would like more info on LH stance.
• New flat should be over one floor for mobility issues
• Too small for family. Building is outdated and mouldy. 
• Health concerns mean she is considering her options. As she is happy where she is other than her health needs.
• Just wants to see what happens.
• Quite concerned about parking and retaining a space and about overcrowding with new blocks and safety of newer 

builds.
• Is settled but needs extra room so happy for change.
• Staying in the estate is a priority and hopes there will not be a divide between Homeowners and renters- concerned 

about privacy, light and noise in newer buildings as well as the building heights and protecting views for residents 
who have them.

• Parking with any new build.
• Change is required especially to Alice Shepherd House.
• The current layout of the building is not nice.
• Fantastic area. Love the view. Parking is an issue. Blue bridge causes delays when up.
• Parking bays and on street parking was brought up. Advised bays would stay to those who already have one and on 

street parking to be agreed with Tower Hamlets.

Do you have further comments in relation to the options?

Appendix 4 | Respondent comments
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• Building outdated and needs a new look and water pressure is very bad.
• Alice Shepherd House & Oak House are tired old buildings and need renewing.
• Likes her views and home.
• Experiencing  damp in bedroom at the front of the building. Would be happy to move out of the estate.
• Too many problems with building, small balconies.
• Any option where a new flat is available for the family. More outdoor seating. 
• Would prefer to move away from estate than live in the crowded new area.
• Outside space will be really beneficial.
• Looking forward to a redevelopment option.
• In a new build kitchen and balconies to be adequate size.
• Would rather full redevelopment rather than refurbishment or leave it.

Note:
Option 1 to 6 refer to the options in the event material
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• Its been ok and easy to understand, follow up call was also helpful.
• Yes.
• Found it fine.
• Been okay.
• Information was all there but the call was easier to take on the options and have it explained.
• Any well explained on phone.
• No will only wish to take part in face to face discussions moving forward.
• Fine. 
• Meetings were previously difficult to attend due to commitments so virtual info was better.
• Yes fine.
• Yes its been fine.
• Yes it has been fine and she understands information.
• This has been fine.
• Yes as she is happy with any method as long as clear and accurate.
• Following call, she will have a look again herself.
• Yes.
• Chat was better.
• Booklet and videos were very helpful.
• Yes.
• Hasn’t seen the boards.
• Call was good and preferred as doesn’t come out too much.
• Not very good better face to face and wish to wait until this can happen.
• Book was too much info would pref face to face but call was much better. Personal touch prefer either call or meet.
• Too much going on in the booklet made it difficult to understand. The call is more than helpful.
• Not sure.
• Found the booklet brilliant.
• Too much going on in the booklet made it difficult to understand.
• Face to face would be pref but what has been provided is good especially good.
• Booklet is self explanatory.
• Telephone call helped as they do not speak English and has health issues.
• Telephone call helped due to health issues.
• Phone call was better as cannot read.

How useful have you found this virtual exhibition?

Appendix 4 | Respondent comments
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• Found the virtual better as can not always get to meeting etc.
• Virtual has been good and access to info has been easy.
• Yes info has been fed through but prefer calls or face to face.
• Booklet helpful - call to explain was much appreciated.
• Its been fine and telephone call was nice and explained further.
• Booklet was clear and helpful.
• Feel well informed.
• Yes is clear on what’s happening.
• Hasn’t had a chance to look at this.
• Email and Booklet was well laid out and useful.
• The information is ok.
• Resident viewed videos and completed online.
• Worked well along with phone call.
• Its been ok and keeping in touch is key no matter which method.
• Booklet was helpful.
• Booklet was helpful - 3d designs and modelling would benefit residents.
• Booklet was helpful, but may be difficult for other residents.
• Glad she received a follow up as was very good to hear breakdown.
• Overcrowded.
• Happy with any method as long as communication is kept.
• Yes useful to visualise options - but only full redevelopment will address issues.
• Too dense and hard to understand - preferred the phone call.
• Conversation was helpful. Gave him the opportunity to share his thoughts and condition.

Note:
Option 1 to 6 refer to the options in the event material
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